
3 December 2018 

Call for MeerKAT-64 open �me proposals 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
SARAO’s MeerKAT radio telescope was inaugurated on 13 July 2018. It consists of 64              
antennas on baselines of up to 8 km, currently equipped with L-band receivers (usable band               
900–1670 MHz) and a correlator with 4096 channels (4K mode). Addi�onal correlator            
modes, receivers, and back ends are under development. Two of the 8 approved Large              
Survey Projects (LSPs) have started observa�ons. Other observing ac�vi�es encompass the           
development of new correlator modes, telescope commissioning and verifica�on, and          
further LSP science readiness. 
 
The current capabili�es of MeerKAT are s�ll being characterized, and there are known             
limita�ons (as well as unknown bugs). Nevertheless, it is already a powerful instrument for              
certain scien�fic use cases. 
 
This “open time” Call requests small observing proposals that can make use of the current               
system. Any observa�ons done under this Call are so-called “shared risk” – they come with               
no guarantees. 
 
 
2. Goals of the Call 
 
We seek scien�fically compelling proposals that also advance relevant South African           
leadership and capacity development. Future Calls (star�ng in 2019) will be issued to take              
advantage of new telescope capabili�es as they are developed, and to further exploit the              
exis�ng capabili�es when they are be�er characterized. Successful proposers in this Call will             
gain invaluable early experience with MeerKAT, be�er posi�oning them to take advantage of             
future opportuni�es.  
 
In general, future large projects will have to be preceded by pilot studies that demonstrate               
their feasibility and develop appropriate analysis so�ware and skills. We encourage           
considera�on of relevant pilot studies under the current Call. 
 
MeerKAT is s�ll under development. Proposals with a strong technical component that            
contribute to MeerKAT development and that do not clash with on-going commissioning            
ac�vi�es are also welcome. Prospec�ve proposers of such projects are strongly encouraged            
to discuss their ideas with SARAO staff prior to proposal prepara�on. 
 
 

 



 

3. Requirements and Constraints 
 
i.  Only  imaging (i.e., no beamforming) observa�ons are being considered under this Call. The              
exis�ng 4K mode is suitable for Stokes I con�nuum work. 
 
All prospective users are directed to the  MeerKAT technical background informa�on           
document that summarises the key relevant characteristics and constraints of the telescope.  
 
If significant ques�ons remain following consulta�on of this document, prospec�ve users are            
encouraged to consult with SARAO staff prior to preparing proposals for submission. 
 
The basic MeerKAT data product consists of interferometric visibili�es, at high rates. Various             
groups are developing pipelines to streamline data analysis, but in general at this �me              
MeerKAT data reduc�on is challenging. We strongly encourage prospec�ve users who           
haven’t yet analyzed MeerKAT 64-dish SKARAB correlator data to partner with colleagues            
who have. 
 
ii.  Observing �me requests under this Call are limited to a maximum of 16 hours, including                
calibra�on overheads. 
 
iii .  Proposals under this Call will be led by researchers based in South Africa, including               
postdocs and PhD students. (Eligible staff PIs will be based in South Africa at least 50% of                 
their �me.) 
 
iv.  Approved observing projects on MeerKAT, including LSPs, bring together teams of            
researchers to inves�gate specific science ques�ons using clearly defined observing criteria           
of specific fields and/or target classes (e.g., no teams “own” any part of the sky for all                 
conceivable science goals). No observa�ons can be proposed for under this Call that conflict              
with already  approved LSP projects , including by LSP team members. Where ques�ons may             
arise in this regard prior to proposal prepara�on, prospec�ve proposers are requested to             
contact SARAO. 
 
v.  SARAO has made significant Observatory-led science verifica�on observa�ons, primarily of           
galaxy clusters and of the 4th quadrant of our Galaxy (|b|<1.5 deg). Prospec�ve proposers              
possibly considering a subset of such targets should first consult SARAO to discuss the              
poten�al suitability of already exis�ng data sets to address their science goals. 
 
An addi�onal three fields have been (Galac�c Centre) or con�nue to be observed in              
Observatory-led campaigns for commissioning and science verifica�on goals (DEEP2,         
GW170817). Science exploita�on of these three datasets is not covered by this Call. 
 
SARAO aims to par�cipate in LIGO-Virgo O3 EM follow-up ac�vi�es as relevant. Given the              
current state of maturity of MeerKAT, such ac�vi�es are not covered by this ini�al Call.               
Instead, interested teams are encouraged to register their interest with SARAO. 
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4. Timeline and Review / Scheduling 
 
This Call is open as of the release date of this document and closes on 31 January 2019. 
 
Proposals will be evaluated in a non-conflicted manner by SARAO staff and the SARAO Users               
Commi�ee. As needed, other experts will be consulted.  
 
Proposals will be evaluated and ranked on the merits of their science case, feasibility, and               
South African capacity development plan.  Proposals that contribute to MeerKAT          
development will also be evaluated on their technical merits. In addi�on to the PI, it is                
expected that proposing teams will have meaningful South African par�cipa�on.  
 
Compelling proposals will be scheduled as soon as possible a�er review, star�ng around             
March 2019.  
 
The cover sheet of successful proposals will be made public a�er the corresponding             
observa�ons are done. 
 
 
5. Proprietary Period and Publication Policy 
 
The proposing teams will ordinarily have exclusive external access to the data collected             
through this Call for a 12-month period. 
 
The MeerKAT commissioning teams always have access to these data for commissioning            
purposes. 
 
The proposing teams will determine their own policies for publishing results deriving from             
these observa�ons. However, some findings from such observa�ons may have a broader            
commissioning value. We request that external teams share lessons learned with the            
MeerKAT teams. 
 
 
6. Format and Submission of Proposal 
 
In order to be reviewed, proposals must conform to this format. 
 
A proposal consists of one ‘ cover sheet ’ and a  maximum of 4 pages containing the  main                
body  of the proposal , including any figures, tables, or references. 
 
Proposals will be submi�ed via a google form at  h�ps://goo.gl/forms/NTlhlUk85O7JYD8u2  . 
This form contains ‘ cover sheet ’ fields that must be filled, and instruc�ons to upload the               
main body of the proposal. The main body consists of one pdf document, printable in A4                
pages with font size no smaller than 11pt. 
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In the  main body of the proposal (limited to 4 pages), the authors should present (a) the                 
Science Case (aimed at an astronomer who is not necessarily an expert in the par�cular               
field), placing the requested observa�ons in the appropriate context (e.g., what goal is being              
addressed, and why is it novel/interes�ng). 
 
In (b) the  Technical Section the authors should address the feasibility of the proposed              
observa�on (e.g., given the current MeerKAT capabili�es, are the scien�fic goals likely to be              
achieved with the proposed observa�on?). 
 
This sec�on should clearly describe and where relevant jus�fy technical observing           
requirements (e.g., preferred calibrators and calibrator visits if different from standard           
MeerKAT calibrators and cadence; day/night observing preferences/needs; correlator        
integra�on �mes).  This must include a quantitative justification of the requested observing            
time. 
 
In order to assess the likelihood of successful analysis, in this sec�on the proposers must               
also outline their intended analysis plan and indicate the resources that they have available              
for this analysis. These resources include hardware, installed/tested so�ware, and personnel           
with the necessary experience (relevant experience with analyzing MeerKAT data should be            
outlined; proposals that include co-inves�gators of ROACH2 16-antenna early science          
projects must briefly outline the status of those datasets). The authors should indicate which              
team members will do key steps of the analysis (e.g., conver�ng visibili�es into images). If               
prospec�ve users are concerned that they may not have sufficient hardware resources to             
handle data processing, they should contact SARAO  prior to proposal submission to            
inves�gate possible alterna�ves. 
 
In (c) the  Capacity Development  sec�on the proposers must outline their specific plan to              
use this project to address capacity development (e.g., how students will be involved in the               
analysis of these data or exploita�on of data products). The authors should indicate the              
na�onality of already iden�fied students that will par�cipate in the project. 
 
 
7. Contact / Questions 
 
We encourage ques�ons about this Call from prospec�ve users. 
 
General ques�ons should be addressed to  fernando@ska.ac.za ; technical ques�ons should          
be addressed to  sharmila@ska.ac.za . 
 
Received proposals will be acknowledged, and following any decisions the PIs will be             
contacted by SARAO. 
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